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What if insidious evil flourished in the one place where you feel most safe: your very own home? The
chilling answer comes from New York Times bestselling master of suspense John Saul–in a new novel that
makes terror a household word.

The sudden, tragic death of her husband leaves Carolyn Evans alone in New York City to raise an eleven
year-old son and a twelve-year-old daughter on little money and even less hope. But then she meets and
marries handsome, successful Anthony Fleming, who wins her heart and embraces her children. When
Carolyn settles her family into Anthony’s spacious apartment on Manhattan’s Central Park West, her fears of
an uncertain future give way to a sense of abundant happiness. But soon, new terrors will come home to
roost in the luxurious, exclusive building named The Rockwell. Midnight voices whisper of a cruel and
hungry presence that also calls The Rockwell home.

First, Carolyn’s daughter begins to suffer from recurring nightmares of strangers in her room at night. Then
her son insists that a neighbor’s recently deceased child isn’t dead at all–but being held captive somewhere in
The Rockwell. And when Carolyn discovers a startling secret about Anthony’s past, it seems she, too, is
falling victim to the creeping paranoia infecting her family. Should she doubt her perfect husband, their
kindly fellow tenants, or her own sanity? Does someone–or something–in her new home have sinister
designs on Carolyn and her children? Is her new life charmed or cursed?

Step across the threshold of The Rockwell–and into the dark realm of John Saul . . . in a spine-tingling novel
that will haunt you wherever you live.

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

Loraine Brown:

What do you think of book? It is just for students because they are still students or the item for all people in
the world, the particular best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that problem above.
Every person has diverse personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be forced someone or something that
they don't want do that. You must know how great and important the book Midnight Voices. All type of
book are you able to see on many sources. You can look for the internet methods or other social media.

Martin Thomas:

The actual book Midnight Voices has a lot info on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of
advantage. The book was authored by the very famous author. The author makes some research prior to write
this book. This specific book very easy to read you will get the point easily after scanning this book.

Hope Giles:

This Midnight Voices is great reserve for you because the content which is full of information for you who
have always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it info
accurately using great plan word or we can point out no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read this
hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but
challenging core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having Midnight Voices in your hand like
getting the world in your arm, info in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no e-book that offer
you world within ten or fifteen minute right but this e-book already do that. So , this is good reading book.
Hey Mr. and Mrs. active do you still doubt in which?

Ronald Kleiman:

Beside this Midnight Voices in your phone, it may give you a way to get more close to the new knowledge
or info. The information and the knowledge you will got here is fresh from the oven so don't possibly be
worry if you feel like an previous people live in narrow commune. It is good thing to have Midnight Voices
because this book offers to you personally readable information. Do you sometimes have book but you rarely
get what it's interesting features of. Oh come on, that will not end up to happen if you have this in the hand.
The Enjoyable agreement here cannot be questionable, including treasuring beautiful island. So do you still
want to miss the idea? Find this book and also read it from at this point!
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